How Corporate Sharewashing Practices Undermine Consumer Trust
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Abstract: Sharewashing describes a platform’s act of misleading consumers by purposely portraying an image of social and ecological principles while the platform’s business model does not necessarily involve them. Drawing on Corporate Social Responsibility and Green Marketing literature, we propose and evaluate a research model for investigating the impact of sharewashing perceptions on consumer trust. Based on survey data from 145 millennials, our results reveal a significant negative effect of sharewashing perceptions on consumer trust, partially mediated by perceptions of risk and confusion. We discuss our findings in view of their practical and strategic relevance to sharing economy platform operators.
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1. Introduction

“In some of the theory and research surrounding ‘the sharing economy,’ sharing is so blurred with traditional marketplace exchanges as to be indistinguishable. Or more accurately, the concepts often remain distinct, but a ‘sharewashing’ effort is made to blur them to the extent that marketplace exchange is touted as sharing.” [1] (p. 193)

In recent years, a broad variety of Internet platforms has set out to facilitate the exchange of products and services between private individuals [2]. Such schemes have experienced tremendous growth and attracted attention from both public and scientific press. The growing platform landscape is often subsumed under the broad umbrella term of the sharing economy, that is, “consumers granting each other temporary access to under-utilized physical assets (‘idle capacity’), possibly for money” [3]. Among the most prominent examples are platforms such as Airbnb and BlaBlaCar, covering concepts which we will refer to as peer-to-peer sharing in the following. Also platforms such as Uber have often been ascribed a “sharing” business model—and there exists a heated and yet unsettled debate about what the sharing economy actually is [4]. One description refers to sharing economy business models as allowing for “extended use patterns” [5] (p. 133), meaning that resources experience higher (i.e., more efficient) utilization rates. While this does not necessarily imply less consumption per se, it reduced resource expenditure for a given level of consumption. In this sense, sharing economy platforms that enable access to otherwise idle capacity (e.g., empty seats on long distance car rides;
BlaBlaCar) have the potential to save resources and hence may contribute to the UN’s 12th Sustainable Development Goal (Responsible Consumption and Production [6]).

It is hence not surprising that, on the one hand, the sharing economy enjoys a positive and sustainability-related image [7]. Consequently, different types of sharing practices are perceived as a promising way of consumption that may drive a transition towards sustainability [8]. On the other hand, critics argue that many profit-oriented “sharing” models should rather be characterized as *pseudo-sharing* or not as sharing at all [9]. Consumer perceptions of how businesses use the notion of sharing are hence of utmost interest to both researchers and practitioners in the fields green marketing, corporate social responsibility (CSR) and correspondingly to corporate sustainability [10]. So far, the potential dual role of CSR reporting, either for signaling social and environmental performance or for manipulating consumer perceptions of firms’ concerns about social and environmental issues through greenwashing, has been extensively discussed [11]. However, the positioning of companies under the sharing economy umbrella for either signaling or manipulation, has only been sparsely addressed in the literature.

Certain platforms do not “involve any actual *sharing* per se” [12], and hence falsely claim and market themselves to be part of an idealistic sharing movement [4]. The press coined this aspect of peer-to-peer platforms as *sharewashing* [12]. In this sense, sharewashing is a mash-up based on the terms sharing and greenwashing [13]. Drawing on the greenwashing definition applied by Parguel et al. [14], sharewashing can be defined as a platform operator’s efforts of misleading consumers by purposely portraying an image of social and ecological principles while the platform’s business model is actually centered around delivering utilitarian value. Other scholars employ similar conceptions. Light and Miskelly [15], for instance, describe sharewashing as using “the language of sharing [. . .] to promote new modes of selling” (p. 49). Netter [16] refers to sharewashing as a situation in which commercial businesses make use of the positively connoted communal sharing terminology “to masquerade their intentions” (p. 11). In a similar vein, Huang [17] suggested “wewashing” for organizations that “refer to renting and selling services as sharing and/or use terms like community in misleading ways.” The term sharewashing was also used by Tu [18] and Hawlitschek et al. [19] forming the basis of the present article.

While greenwashing has been extensively investigated in the context of corporate communication and marketing [20,21], scientific literature addressing the issue of sharewashing is scarce. Importantly, platform operators presumably make use of sharewashing (deliberately or unconsciously) to blur the commercial character of their platforms [22] in an attempt to improve brand image, attract customers, and hence, to increase revenues [1]. Recent literature, however, has pointed out that such efforts may be wasted since often consumers simply do not seek sustainability or sense of community.

Based on the literature on greenwashing [20], we provide first evidence that beyond marketing budget misallocation, sharewashing practices can also undermine consumer trust towards the associated platform, which can be defined as the consumers’ willingness to depend on a platform based on the beliefs or expectation resulting from its credibility, benevolence, and ability associated with environmental and social performance [23,24]. Trust, however, is deemed as one of, if not the most important factor for companies operating in the realm of peer-to-peer platforms [25–27]. Moreover, consumer trust towards the platform operator was found to exert important transfer effects onto trusting beliefs among providers and consumers on the platform [28,29]. Our study thus focuses on the following research question: How does the perception of sharewashing impact consumer trust?

The contribution of our work is twofold. First, drawing on extant research on CSR and greenwashing, we provide a concise definition and description of the sharewashing phenomenon. Second, we shed light on how consumer perceptions of sharewashing undermine consumer trust through the pathways of confusion and perceptions of risk. In doing so, we extend the growing body of literature on trust in the sharing economy and shed light on a thus far barely discussed antecedent of trust [25–27,30–32].
2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Sustainability in the Sharing Economy

One of the earliest appearances of the notion of sustainability in its current connotation dates back to Meadows et al.’s [33] seminal work describing “The Limits to Growth”, in which the authors sketch out a desirable state of ecological and economic stability that is “sustainable far into the future” (p. 24). In their 2005 World Summit, the United Nation General Assembly (UNGA) identified “economic development, social development and environmental protection” as the main objectives of sustainable development [34] (p. 12). These goals are also known as the three pillars of sustainability.

The sharing economy is often associated with a novel and sustainable way of consumption. Heinrichs [35], for instance, describes it as a “potential new pathway to sustainability” (p. 228) and especially environmental and social aspects are emphasized. One line of argumentation is that many products are underutilized, and thus, their life span often falls short of their actual technical potential [36]. In this regard, the French National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE) found that shareable goods account for 25 percent of the average French household budget and for one third of the household waste [37]. Sharing and redistribution practices of these products could extend their usage lifetime towards their technical lifetime, resulting in positive environmental impacts such as reduction of energy consumption and waste [37]. With regard to the social dimension, sharing-based consumption models enable opportunities to increase social interactions, to meet new people, to engage with others, and thus, to build social capital [38,39]. In this sense, a majority of the 78 percent of sharing-acquainted adults agrees that the sharing economy can build stronger communities [40]. In line with Böcker and Meelen [41], we refer to sustainability in the three dimensions of economic, environmental, and social sustainability. Importantly, the actual impact of the sharing economy in these dimensions largely depends on the specific design and use of a particular platform. Murillo et al. [42] raise serious concerns about whether in general, the positive social and environmental claims of sharing platforms should be taken for granted. Especially when platforms are close to the commercial end of the “sharing/exchange continuum,” recent research recommends managers to focus on efficiency and utilitarian benefits rather than on efforts of sustainability or social responsibility [43] (p. 119).

In the following, we provide a brief overview of relevant literature on greenwashing and corporate social responsibility and illustrate motives and potential downsides of greenwashing practices as a theoretical foundation for the concept of sharewashing.

2.2. Corporate Social Responsibility, Greenwashing, and Sharewashing

Today, CSR reporting represents an integral part of most business activities which is exemplified, for instance, by the fact that the share of S&P companies that published sustainability reports rose from just 20 percent in 2011 to over 80 percent in 2016 [44]. This also signifies organizations’ desire to express their commitment towards sustainability [45]. Recently, it is argued that CSR may not be a sufficient term and/or business approach and that responsible corporate strategies should consider further dimensions of sustainability such as the businesses’ ethical, environmental, cultural, and economic spheres (e.g., through transparency and employee development) [46]. However, environmental studies show that, whilst corporations might embrace sustainability outwardly, the actual figures remain dire: inequality and poverty do still represent severe problems, and also limiting global warming to no more than 2 °C requires substantial enhancements in actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions [47,48]. Companies today not only acknowledge that “business as usual” approaches bear the risk of reputational damage, they also understand that the potentially resulting regulation and reduced attractiveness for talent and consumers threaten their long-term survival (e.g., [49–51]). However, in practice these insights still fail to positively impact the state of affairs on a larger level [45].

An explanation of this disconnect between firms’ reporting narratives and their actual policies can be found in the reputational benefits that accrue from corporate responsibility reporting [52]. Firms have an incentive to exaggerate their role for sustainability and thus enjoy a “reputation
that is higher than warranted by [their] actual CR outcomes” [52] (p. 543). This gap between green marketing narratives and actual firm policies is referred to as greenwashing, that is, the “disinformation disseminated by an organization so as to present an environmentally responsible public image” [53] (p. 673–674). Even though monitoring schemes that publicize firm-level CSR performance exist, gaps between reporting and actual behavior are still possible where companies have the “freedom to fabricate it” [54] (p. 182). Moreover, pressure from stakeholders and a lack of legislative requirements facilitate overly positive CSR communication. Managers are thus provided with an incentive to report the good and leave out the bad [55]. Interested parties have no choice but to trust that the content in CSR reports are objective [56]. As Rivera et al. [57] put it, “purely voluntary initiatives that lack specific performance based standards, third-party oversight, reward exceptional behavior, and/or sanctions for poor performance” (p. 215) are bound to fail. More bluntly put, without transparency and monitoring, self-reported CSR claims are meaningless and aid and abet greenwashing practices [53]. Without adequate information, it is hard for stakeholders to evaluate the worthiness of CSR claims and to take sustainable communication into consideration when making decisions [53,58]. Greenwashing practices have already hampered consumer trust in corporations, with only 20 percent of consumers trusting their environmental claims [59].

In view of sharewashing perceptions, there exist distinct parallels and overlaps between the greenwashing practices of large corporations and the claims made by online platforms for sharing. First, the actual social, environmental, and economic impacts of sharing platforms are widely unknown and transparency on the side of the big players is lacking [3]. To assess their impacts, researchers, monitoring institutions, and governments would need more insight into their data. However, platforms are unwilling to share such data, for instance with reference to their users’ privacy [60]. As a result, claims such as Airbnb [61]’s statement to be environmentally more friendly than staying at a hotel are hardly ascertainable. Quite to the opposite, it is argued that rebound effects afford additional consumption [62,63]. In a similar vein, ride-hailing companies such as Uber have promoted the idea that by reducing reliance on privately owned cars, carbon emissions in urban areas are decreasing [64]. A recent report, however, demonstrates that car mileage and fuel consumption in New York City have actually increased since 2014 [65]. Furthermore, Schaller Consulting [66] demonstrates that the popularity of these services coincides with an all-time low of subway usage, suggesting that people substitute public transit with ride hailing, which may have contributed to an overall seven percent increase in congestion.

Hence, we argue that while many online platforms are presenting sharing as a core value of their business, in reality the service they offer has little to do with sharing and may also not be perceived as such by well-informed consumers. Habibi et al. [67] for example, have demonstrated that platforms differ in their ability to deliver social benefits alongside more utilitarian benefits. One example that the authors elaborate on is Zipcar (a business-to-consumer car sharing scheme in which consumption tends to be anonymous and private). Zipcar users do typically not interact with one-another and view the service similar to renting a hotel room rather than sharing a car within a community of neighbors [68]. Other examples include platforms that facilitate a service online, such as hiring a taxi through Uber, gaining access to cleaning service through Helpling, or finding a local handy man through Taskrabbit. Whilst these platforms make our lives more convenient, in no way do we expect cleaners to provide this service out of a communal ideal, rather it is an effective way to find new “gigs” on the supply side and labor on the demand side. Not surprisingly, consumers do not view these activities as sharing and have little interest to get to know other users [67,68]. Yet, some platforms position themselves as “sharing platforms” in order to gain relational benefits from this positive “sharing rhetoric”. Thus, we argue that alongside greenwashing, online platforms now engage in a new form of consumer deception through sharewashing, which could potentially be harmful to the sharing sector as a whole.

This article considers the relation between consumer perceptions of sharewashing and consumer trust. To this end, we draw upon the theoretical concepts of risk perception and consumer confusion, which we outline in the following paragraph.
2.3. Perceived Risk Theory and Consumer Confusion

In this paper, we draw upon the theoretical conception provided by Chen and Chang [18] who investigate the impact of corporate greenwashing practice on consumer trust through the theoretical lens of consumers’ perceptions of confusion and risk. Perceived risk theory, in this regard, argues that consumers attempt to minimize the risks associated with their behaviors and purchase decisions as a primary objective rather than maximizing expected outcomes, that is, assuming high efficacy of risk aversion [69]. In fact, a large majority of research recognizes consumers as risk averse rather than risk seeking (e.g., [70]). For the context of this study, perceived risk can be defined as a consumer’s expectation of negative environmental consequences or negative social impact associated with purchase behavior [71]. This “dark side” of the sharing economy has experienced some attention in recent academic literature [72,73]. Beyond concerns with regard to ecological and social sustainability, potential concerns also include legal questions [74,75] and issues of discrimination [76,77].

Similarly, consumer confusion can be defined as consumer failure to develop a correct interpretation of environmental or social features of a platform, product or service during the information processing procedure [78]. In this sense, this construct captures the consumers’ (in)ability to make sense of how a platform provider operates, how platforms can be differentiated, and which associated aspects may have positive or negative external effects. It is thus a misunderstanding or misinterpretation of the market.

3. Constructs, Measurements, and Research Model

Building on established literature from the context of green marketing, we draw on the relation between greenwashing and trust which we adapt for the scenario of sharewashing and consumer trust [20] (see Figure 1). Our model includes the four constructs sharewashing (SHW), consumer confusion (CNF), perceived risk (RSK), and consumer trust (TRU) and conceptualizes consumer trust as a consequence of sharewashing perceptions, the effect of which may be exerted through the paths of consumer confusion and risk perceptions. Note that we use sharewashing or SHW as a synonym for sharewashing perception. All constructs, their context-specific definitions, and measurement items are provided in Table 1. In the following, we develop our hypotheses.

![Figure 1. Research Model.](image-url)
Table 1. Constructs and measurement items (P2PS = peer-to-peer sharing, pls = platforms). English translation adapted from Chen and Chang [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs (SHW): A consumer’s perception that a platform is misleading by purposely portraying an image of social and ecological principles while the platform’s business model is actually lefted around delivering utilitarian value.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. P2PS pls often feign positive aspects of sharing within their product and service descriptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. P2PS pls often mock positive aspects of sharing by means of visual and graphic design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. P2PS pls often claim positive aspects of sharing that are vague or difficult to verify.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. P2PS pls often overstate the positive aspects of sharing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer Confusion (CNF): A consumer’s perception of failure to develop a correct interpretation of environmental or social features of a platform, product or service during the information processing procedure.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Due to the great similarity of many P2PS pls, it is difficult to identify those that actually facilitate the positive aspects of sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. It is hard to identify differences between P2PS pls with respect to the positive aspects of sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. When booking through P2PS pls, you rarely feel informed about the positive and negative aspects of sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. When booking through P2PS pls, the positive and negative aspects of sharing are hardly evident.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Risk (RSK): A consumer’s expectation of negative environmental consequences or negative social impact associated with using a platform.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. There is a risk that P2PS pls promote the negative consequences of sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. There is a risk that negative aspects of sharing occur on P2PS pls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. There is a risk that negative aspects of sharing are realized through using P2PS pls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. There is a risk that using P2PS pls drives negative consequences of the sharing economy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer Trust (TRU): A consumer’s willingness to depend on a platform based on the beliefs or expectation resulting from its credibility, benevolence, and ability associated with environmental and social performance.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I have the impression that the positive reputation of P2PS pls is credible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I have faith that the positive aspects of sharing actually exist on P2PS pls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I have the impression that the positive claims of P2PS pls are generally trustworthy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. P2PS pls generally keep their promises regarding their commitment to foster positive aspects of sharing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. The Association of Sharewashing and Consumer Trust (H1)

In the context of peer-to-peer sharing, a key facet of consumer trust is the belief in the ability, integrity, and benevolence of a platform provider [27,79]. Expectations about the environmental and social performance of a platform may thus well influence the perception of trustworthiness. Similar to greenwashing, exaggerating and overstating the environmental functionality of one’s product can negatively affect trust, for instance through negative word-of-mouth and publicity, and even result in consumer distrust [20,80,81]. We argue that the same holds true for exaggerating, over-emphasizing, and falsely claiming positive impacts of sharing. Consequently, against the backdrop of growing doubts in the actual social and environmental impact of the sharing economy [42,82], we posit that the perception of sharewashing will lead to a decrease of consumer trust.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Sharewashing is negatively associated with consumer trust.

As depicted in our research model in Figure 1, this main effect is suggested to be (partially) mediated by perceptions of consumer confusion and perceptions of risk, which we elaborate on in the following.

3.2. The Mediating Role of Consumer Confusion (H2)

Consumer confusion often arises in situations in which too similar, too complex, too ambiguous, or simply too much information about products or services is communicated to consumers [20]. Especially in the complex terminological environment of the sharing economy, consumers are confronted with various and often ambiguous notions of characteristics attributed to the broad sharing economy umbrella term [3,83,84]. Moreover, today’s sharing economy landscape is in a steady process
of change and development [85]. While businesses, politics, and academia try to keep up with this rapid evolution in terms of marketing, regulation, and conceptual definitions, consumers are confronted with a hardly manageable supply of marketing messages and business models [86]. The possibility that platform providers actively attempt to mislead consumers by “feelgood” marketing narratives renders the situation even more difficult. Due to consumers’ restricted cognitive abilities, greater amounts of information will increase the chances of information overload and confusion [87]. According to Mitchell and Papavassiliou [69], the three main sources of consumer confusion are overchoice, product similarity, and information unclarity. Sharewashing practices confront consumers with potentially paradoxical information, that is, pertaining mainly to information unclarity. This makes it arguably difficult for consumers to evaluate platforms and their products or services. Thus, with respect to social and environmental claims, sharewashing can be expected to result in increased consumer confusion.

**Hypothesis 2 (H2a). Sharewashing is positively associated with consumer confusion.**

Consumer confusion, in turn, has been associated with several unfavorable consequences [88]. Alongside with negative word-of-mouth, it has been found to negatively impact consumer trust [20,89,90]. Consumers confused by misleading marketing claims and even subtle forms of advertising deception can react with defensive behavior, even against firms with good reputation [91]. Consumers may interpret such deceptive messages as a deliberate attempt to dupe them, raising suspicion and doubts about the companies’ actual motives and intentions—hence undermining trust [89]. Consequently, our next hypothesis states:

**Hypothesis 2 (H2b). Consumer confusion is negatively associated with consumer trust.**

### 3.3. The Mediating Role of Perceived Risk of Sharing (H3)

Along with the increasing market penetration and acceptance of sharing economy business models [92], companies have started to promote their offers with slogans such as “Let’s Tackle Air Pollution” [93], or “We’re Taking Action Against Discrimination” [94]. Beyond marketing efforts to foster user acceptance of the idea of access rather than ownership, practices of “collective lobbying for sharing” have taken root around the globe [95,96]. Such initiatives are stressing the promises and positive effects of sharing for the society and the environment [96]. However, prominently claiming the promising green and social logics may cause consumers to become especially aware of the potential and actual detrimental external effects of sharing businesses [97–99]. This may, for example, include considerations about consumptive rebound effects [62], legal and regulatory concerns [74], the economization of formerly non-economic domains [7,39], aggravation local housing markets [100], discrimination [76,77], or the creating of a gig/sharing precariat [39]. Platforms that obviously overstate the positive aspects of their doing may thus be associated with higher risks of negative consequences.

**Hypothesis 3 (H3a). Sharewashing is positively associated with the perceived risk of sharing.**

The perception of social and ecologic risks related to the use of sharing economy platforms is becoming more prevalent in both academia and the press [42]. Based on the principles of risk aversion and avoidance, outlined above, risk perceptions affect consumer choices whether to trust or not to trust a certain party [101]. One vivid example is Uber, for which Kaplan and Nadler [102] postulate that the public mistrust against the company results from its role in shaping the situation of low-wage work. From the opposite perspective, reducing perceived risk can facilitate trust on the consumer side [103]. Similar to the risks of sharing practices, green risks were found to be a negative antecedent of trust [20]. Overall, we thus suggest that risk perceptions associated with a platform’s sharewashing efforts and practices will impede consumers trust in such platforms.

**Hypothesis 3 (H3b). Perceived risk of sharing is negatively associated with consumer trust.**
4. Survey Administration and Results

4.1. Procedures and Sampling

To evaluate our research model and hypotheses, we conducted an online survey. The data was collected in February 2017. The survey comprised two consecutive parts. First, an introduction explained the scope and context of the study. After that, general questions regarding demographics and control variables (such as age, gender, education, risk aversion, familiarity with the sharing economy, frequency of Internet usage and affinity) as well as the main constructs (sharewashing, perceived risk of sharing, consumer confusion, and consumer trust; see Table 1) were surveyed. The questionnaire items were measured on 5-point Likert scales ranging from strong disagreement (1) to strong agreement (5) that were adapted from Chen and Chang [20] and subjected to a content validity assessment. All items were formulated for peer-to-peer sharing platforms in general in order to reflect the broad and diverse sharing economy landscape and were presented in random order. Furthermore, two control questions were included to assess the participants’ honesty and attention. Participants from a student subject pool at a German university were invited via email. With our sampling approach, we targeted a younger and well-educated audience of millennials, that is, one of the main user groups of sharing economy platforms [40,104–106]. Participation was incentivized by a prize draw in form of 15 × 20 EUR of cash payments. In total, 169 participants started the survey and 150 completed it. Five participants did not pass the control questions and were hence excluded from the sample. Thus, 145 observations were considered for further analysis.

4.2. Overall Results

As a first step, we briefly describe the demographic background of our user sample. Except from one participant who did not provide any information on scholarly degree, all participants had at least a higher education entrance qualification (among those 45.8 percent held a bachelor’s degree and 15.3 percent a master’s degree or equivalent). The average age was 24.4 years with a median of 24 years. Average risk attitude on a scale from zero (“not at all willing to take risks”) to ten (“very willing to take risks”) was 5.2, which is comparable to the results for a representative sample of adults [70]. Average Internet affinity was 8.4 (scale from 0 to 10). While all participants stated to know platforms such as Airbnb, Couchsurfing, Uber, and BlaBlaCar, 94 percent had heard of the term “sharing economy” before and 88 percent stated to have first-hand experience with sharing economy platforms. To establish the hypothesized main effect of this paper, we consider the relation between perceptions of sharewashing and consumer trust (H1). A Pearson correlation reveals a significant negative association (\( r = -0.465; p < 0.001, n = 145 \)). In the following, we consider the hypothesized paths through consumer confusion and risk perception and investigate whether (and if so, how) they mediate the overall effect from sharewashing on consumer trust. To this end, we evaluate the structural research model as proposed in Figure 1.

4.3. Measurement Model

The research model was evaluated using partial least squares structural equation modelling (PLS-SEM), conducted in SmartPLS 3.0 [107,108]. The sample size of this study (\( n = 145 \)) exceeded the minimum required to validate the model in PLS [109,110]. According to Cohen [111], at least 137 observations at a level of statistical power of 80 percent are necessary to detect minimum \( R^2 \) values of 0.1 at a significance level of 5 percent. Next, we consider reliability and validity. Internal consistency in terms of composite reliability was established (all CR values > 0.70)—since Cronbach’s Alpha is interpreted as a lower bound value which underestimates the true reliability [110]. Also construct validity was established by ensuring convergent validity (average variance extracted, all AVE values > 0.50; Fornell and Larcker [112]). An acceptable level of indicator reliability was verified. Item loadings were generally above the proposed threshold of 0.70 and in three cases >0.60 [110,113]. The indicator CNF2 was dropped due to its low major loading and the corresponding
increase in construct reliability [110]. With regard to discriminant validity, the square roots of all AVE values were larger than those of any correlation between that construct and any other construct [112]. Moreover, all item loadings on their respective constructs were larger than on other constructs [109]. Recently it is recommended to use the heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) ratio as rigorous criterion for the assessment of discriminant validity [114]. In our case, all HTMT values were readily below the 0.90 threshold (SHW/CNF 0.688; SHW/RSK 0.600; SHW/TRU 0.603; CNF/RSK 0.645; CNF/TRU 0.620; RSK/TRU 0.512). Also inference-based testing revealed that none of the 95 percent confidence intervals for HTMT ratios included the value of 1 (in fact, the largest upper bound was 0.839). This suggests that all constructs are empirically distinct. Table 2 summarizes the constructs’ main descriptives, reliability measures, and inter-construct correlations. Table 3 summarizes item loadings and cross loadings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptives</th>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>Correlation Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHW</td>
<td>3.371</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNF</td>
<td>3.099</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSK</td>
<td>3.564</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>3.507</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Diagonal elements contain the square root of AVE (average variance extracted) for each construct. (SHW = Sharewashing, CNF = Consumer Confusion, RSK = Perceived Risk, TRU = Consumer Trust)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>SHW</th>
<th>CNF</th>
<th>RSK</th>
<th>TRU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sharewashing</td>
<td>SHW1</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>−0.432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHW2</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>−0.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHW3</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>−0.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHW4</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>−0.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Confusion</td>
<td>CNF1</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>−0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNF3</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>−0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNF4</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>−0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Risk</td>
<td>RSK1</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>−0.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSK2</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>−0.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSK3</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>−0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSK4</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>−0.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Trust</td>
<td>TRU1</td>
<td>−0.377</td>
<td>−0.341</td>
<td>−0.331</td>
<td>0.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU2</td>
<td>−0.505</td>
<td>−0.413</td>
<td>−0.396</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU3</td>
<td>−0.337</td>
<td>−0.314</td>
<td>−0.316</td>
<td>0.794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU4</td>
<td>−0.217</td>
<td>−0.257</td>
<td>−0.151</td>
<td>0.676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(SHW = Sharewashing, CNF = Consumer Confusion, RSK = Perceived Risk, TRU = Consumer Trust)

4.4. Structural Model and Hypotheses Testing

The structural model was evaluated based on PLS bootstrapping (5000 samples, no sign changes, complete bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrapping, two-tailed hypotheses testing). The path coefficients and significance levels are provided in Figure 2. All hypothesized relationships are supported. As previously hypothesized, sharewashing exerts a detrimental effect on consumer trust \((H1, \beta = −0.31, p < 0.001, f^2 = 0.105)\). Overall, the model explains 33 percent of the variance of consumer trust towards platform operators through the paths of sharewashing, consumer confusion \((H2b, \beta = −0.22, p < 0.01, f^2 = 0.053)\), and perceived risk of sharing \((H3b, \beta = −0.18, p < 0.05, f^2 = 0.036)\). The main effect of sharewashing on consumer trust is partially mediated both through consumer confusion \((H2a, \beta = 0.47, p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.22)\) and perceived risk of sharing \((H3b, \beta = 0.44, p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.19)\).
Figure 2. Results (** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05). (SHW = Sharewashing, CNF = Consumer Confusion, RSK = Perceived Risk, TRU = Consumer Trust).

4.5. Control Variable Analysis

To control for individual differences, we test the impact of several control variables, namely gender, risk affinity, Internet affinity, and actual sharing platforms usage. Overall, only two of these variables have an effect. Male participants exhibit slightly higher perceptions of sharewashing ($\beta = 0.156, p < 0.05$). Also, general Internet affinity is positively associated with consumer trust ($\beta = 0.238, p < 0.001$). Importantly, all of the model’s hypothesized effects remain stable in terms of sign, magnitude, and significance. Hence, controlling for participants’ gender, Internet and risk affinity, as well as sharing platform usage does not alter the conclusions derived from this study.

5. Discussion

The results of this study suggest that there exists a negative connection between consumer perceptions of sharewashing and consumer trust (H1). This study is the first to quantitatively establish this relation within the novel and emerging context of sharing economy platforms. The main effect is partially mediated through both consumer confusion (H2) and perceived risk of sharing (H3), providing support for all hypothesized effects. By establishing the overall negative relation between sharewashing and consumer trust, this work makes two main contributions. First, we conceptualize the phenomenon of sharewashing within the broader sharing economy landscape. By reviewing the literature from the context of green marketing and corporate social responsibility, we anchor the emerging issue of exaggerated and false claims by sharing platform operators to the established body of knowledge and literature on corporate “greenwashing” activities. We develop and validate a corresponding research model as a first attempt to illustrate the potential ramifications of sharewashing practices and as a starting point for future work.

Second, extending the work of Chen and Chang [20], we establish a framework to better understand the mediating roles of consumer confusion and perceived risk of sharing for the relation between corporate sharewashing activities and consumer perceptions of trust. We thus provide first empirical evidence for the role and impact of sharewashing from the consumers’ perspective. Consequently, we contribute to the growing body of literature on marketing communication, trust, and consumer behavior in the sharing economy.

5.1. Practical Implications

In online environments, particularly in C2C platforms, trust plays a crucial role and is referred to as its currency [25,27,31,115]. Since sharewashing exerts a significant negative influence on consumer
trust, platform operators and managers should hence be aware of this issue. Previous research has highlighted that trust can drive consumer intentions to use a sharing economy platform [27]. In this regard, it is of utmost importance for platform operators to understand and manage the antecedents of consumer trust as a fundament for user participation [26]. Beyond the direct impact of consumer trust on platform adoption and usage, trust towards an individual provider is at least as important for the realization of a transaction as trust towards the platform [32]. Prior literature has shown that users, especially providers on C2C platforms can inherit the platform’s trustworthiness [28,116]. Consumer trust towards the platform will hence not only foster platform adoption per se but also actual usage as well, rendering its role even more important.

First and foremost, our findings hence suggest that platform operators should actively attempt to reduce consumer perceptions of sharewashing in order to improve consumer trust. While our survey addresses perceptions of sharewashing in general, it is worthwhile to consider the corresponding relevance for single platform operators. Perceptions of sharewashing may arise as a consequence of a platform’s marketing efforts of presenting itself as socially and/or ecologically sustainable when its actual business model and practices do not live up to such claims. Much of this is related to the language and wording used by the platforms as sharewashing disables the “promise of an economy based on sharing by stealing the very language we use to talk about it” [12]. Platforms should thus be highly aware of the way they position themselves contextually and semantically within or outside of the broader sharing economy conception. Depending on their actual business model, a platform’s marketing and storytelling may have to be redirected away from notions of community, sociability, and sustainability, towards other concepts such as functionality, cost savings, ease of use, or individual benefits [43]. Of course operators may think of ways to develop their business models towards actually becoming more sustainable in the first place. For platforms, this may, for instance, be achieved by incentivizing specific types of resource providers while excluding others. Airbnb, for instance, could focus on single-unit hosts and exclude hosts of multiple listings (or tag them as professional suppliers). Moreover, Uber could reinforce their shared ride model (uberPOOL), and, for instance, cross-subsidize such rides at the cost of regular taxi rides.

Importantly, the public perception of sharewashing associated with a certain company or platform may not only be driven by its own communication and marketing activities, but also by the way it is covered by press and social media. Uber, for example, considers and positions itself as a ubiquitous tech and transportation company, not more, not less, claiming to provide “transportation as reliable as running water, everywhere for everyone.” [117]. In view of Uber’s peer-based concept and the lack of a shared and commonly accepted definition of what actually constitutes the sharing economy [83], it is not too surprising that Uber has been and is repeatedly denoted as an archetypical proponent of the sharing economy by press and scholarly articles [4,102].

Beyond managing their own public communication, companies should hence also keep an eye on the perception conveyed through press and social media—which of course is much more difficult to do and control. Being perceived as a sharing platform may be favorable, but being perceived as merely claiming to be one (even if not actually doing so) may provoke detrimental perceptions and corrupt consumer trust. In this sense, the legitimacy of “true sharing” platforms may serve as a sales angle and should consequently be assessed thoroughly, inter alia through social media [118].

Furthermore, our results show that in addition to sharewashing, also consumer confusion and perceptions of risk constitute threats to consumer trust. Platform operators should hence systematically identify and address sources of confusion and risk perceptions. Improving consumer knowledge about the product and usability, that is “educating” the consumer can be regarded as tangible means to reduce consumer confusion [90,119]. Thus, assuring consumers of the reliability of sustainability-related claims and guarantees about sustainability-related values could be leveraged to reduce the perceived risks of sharing [120].
5.2. Limitation and Future Research

As any research, this study needs to be seen in view of several limitations which also provide viable starting points for future work. First, the study is based on a rather small and entirely collegiate sample and should thus be interpreted with caution [121]. This may imply limited representativity and hence limited generalizability. Note, however, that (a) users of C2C platforms are rather young (i.e., “Millennials are engaging with most aspects of the sharing economy at a level that is roughly three times greater than those who are over 35”; Maru/Matchbox [122] (p. 8)) and (b) C2C platform adoption rates are particularly high within the age group of 21 to 34 years (35 percent; 7 percent for teenagers and 17 percent for the group of 35–49 years) [40,105,123]. Also note that a vast majority of almost 90 percent of our study’s participants indicated to be experienced with sharing platforms. While the sample may not be representative for the entire population, it can be seen as a valid sample for investigating actual users of sharing platforms. Future research may employ larger and more diverse samples. In this regard, it would be worthwhile to specifically investigate non-users, among which sharewashing perceptions may play an important role for their refusal to engage.

Second, a typical limitation of survey-based studies such as ours is that there remains incertitude with regard to the direction of effect causality. All of the model’s constructs were assessed simultaneously and thus, from a statistical perspective, suffer from endogeneity. Given the established bodies of evidence and theory on the directions of causal flows (e.g., from sharewashing perceptions to consumer trust rather than the opposite), our assumptions do not appear all too outlandish. Future research may attempt to employ treatments with deliberately manipulated and varying degrees of sharewashing to allow for more robust claims about cause and effect [124]. In doing so, also detailed knowledge about the antecedents of sharewashing perceptions in relation to specific platforms can be acquired.

Third, consumer trust in the context of this study is defined as “the consumers’ willingness to depend on a platform based on the beliefs or expectation resulting from its credibility, benevolence, and ability associated with environmental and social performance.” However, this definition is rather narrow and tailored to the context of sharewashing. In this sense, the actual impact of sharewashing perceptions on consumer trust in its full dimensionality (see Hawlitschek et al. [27]) should be addressed in future research.

Fourth, in relying on the work of Chen and Chang [20], we focus on perceived risk and consumer confusion as mediators of the influence of sharewashing perceptions on consumer trust. However, it could be worthwhile to extend the original model by other mediating factors such as the most important antecedents of trust [26] and discuss the corresponding theoretical implications. This may well include the observation and use of behavioral instead of self-reported measures as a complementary approach [125].

Fifth, the sharing economy represents a broad and only insufficiently defined concept. While we provided participants with a general frame of business models and platforms, different individuals may have strong and highly diverse priors and opinions about what sharing is, what it is not—or what it should be. Subsequent studies may consider to focus on single platforms (e.g., Airbnb, Uber) and assess in greater detail which of the participants’ opinions and sensed discrepancies between the platform’s claims and reality drive perceptions of sharewashing. We call for future research addressing these issues to foster a better understanding of the various potential antecedents and consequents of sharewashing.

6. Conclusions

While platforms for peer-to-peer sharing have attracted increasing attention in scientific and public press for several years and also the effects of corporate greenwashing practices have been covered extensively by marketing scholars, the concept of sharewashing has still remained rather unexplored and also scientific literature on sharewashing hardly exists. This paper sheds first light on this phenomenon and its effects on consumer trust. By quantitatively evaluating the relation between
sharewashing and consumer trust, we show that the detrimental effects of sharewashing are partly conveyed through the paths of consumer confusion and perceived risk of sharing. We hence contribute to the sustainability literature by providing a perspective by which to disentangle actual sustainability efforts from mere communication. As our study addresses the emerging platform economy landscape, it is important to note that there exists a plethora of platforms and business models that strive to enable better resource utilization and hence more sustainable consumption practices. Note that this paper is not a blueprint for non-sustainable firms on how to best disguise their practices. Rather, we make the case that unfit sustainability communication may impair any business’ success and hence should be considered carefully. This may particularly benefit platforms that allow for higher resource efficiency as a side effect of their model rather than their initial or primary goal. We encourage both researchers and practitioners to further explore the issue of sharewashing—after all, corporate social responsibility in the era of digital platforms appears to emerge as a topic of utmost importance. Supporting consumers to vote with their wallets based on unambiguous information may not only be in the best interest of our planet but may also be crucial for the success of platform providers.
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